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Nobel Laureate Robert Mundell had
coined the expression “impossible
trinity” in the 1960s (when cross-

border capital flows were far smaller com-
pared with today’s) while arguing that a lib-
eral capital account, an independent
monetary policy and managed exchange
rates cannot co-exist. One wonders whether

we are in the process of trying to work an
“impossible quartet” of macro-economic
objectives and policies: Fiscal austerity; high
real interest and exchange rates; solving the
problem of bad debts of the banking sys-
tem; and pursuing rapid economic growth
and job creation.  

As for exchange rate and growth, last
week the Swiss central bank blamed the
strong Swiss franc for economic growth lag-
ging that of even the Euro Zone. It has prom-
ised to continue its ultra-loose monetary
policy to push up growth and, hopefully,
pull down the currency. Clearly, even
advanced economies manufacturing “dif-
ferentiated” products are not immune to
the exchange rate disease — economies like
India’s are even more dependent on a com-
petitive exchange rate for rapid growth and
job creation. As Dr Shankar Acharya, the
former Chief Economic Advisor of the
Government of India, argued in this paper
(“Beware a Strong Rupee”, May 19), “the his-

tory of global economic development since
1950 does not support the view that long
periods of a ‘strong’ currency have been
good for growth and development of
nations. On the contrary, East Asian
economies such as Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan, China and Thailand… generally
eschewed currency ‘strength’ and opted to
maintain competitive exchange rates…” The
result of our exchange rate policy is that, net
of secondary income (mainly remittances
which are not our “earnings”), the current
account deficit in 2016/17 was $70 billion, or
3 per cent of GDP. As conventionally head-
lined, the deficit was $15 billion, or 0.7 per
cent of GDP as per data released last week.
Our exports were $280 billion, an eighth of
China’s, less than Taiwan’s, and only a little
more than Thailand or Vietnam’s (both $200
billion plus).  

Coming back to the non-performing
assets (NPAs) of the banking system, last
week the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) asked

lender banks to initiate bankruptcy pro-
ceedings under the new Code against 12
companies, which are some of the largest
borrowers from the banking system — their
outstandings total about ~2.5 trillion or a
third of the system’s NPAs. Interestingly,
almost half the 12 are from the steel industry,
a part of the tradeables sector whose for-
tunes are dependent on the exchange rate.
This apart, these 12 cases, and their resolu-
tion, would be the first test of the efficacy of
the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code. The
resolution would also give a better estimate
of the likely write-offs to convert bad debts
into performing assets, or their liquidation as
the case may be — and of the funding need-
ed to recapitalise public sector banks to meet
Basel-III standards. Whatever the mecha-
nism – a “bad bank”, asset reconstruction
companies, proceedings under the Code, or
management changes – one cannot get
away from the need of public funding to the
extent of a few trillion rupees. This apart,
public debt will also go up with state after
state taking on the burden of farmers’ debts.

Infrastructure is another major seg-
ment in the first 12 cases identified by the
RBI referred to above. It is, almost by defi-
nition, capital intensive, and real interest

rates are very important to its economics.
It is worth recalling that, after the debt cri-
sis of 2008, the central banks in the UK
and the US reduced interest rates sharply,
and gave fiscal support to banks — remem-
ber the Troubled Asset Reconstruction
Program (TARP) in US, which was about 5
per cent of GDP? (To be sure, our debt prob-
lem is much less severe than the mortgage
loans crisis of 2008.)

Coming back to the current account, the
deficit is much less than the assumption of
2.3 per cent by the FRBM review panel, even
as public debt is likely to go up. Meanwhile,
investment as a percentage of GDP has been
falling for the last few years in both public
and private sectors: The former because of
self-imposed fiscal constraints; the latter
because of banks’ increasing reluctance to
fund such projects, having burnt their fin-
gers. This will surely affect future growth
and job creation. Clearly, the quartet cannot
sing in tune. There is a way out — give up or
relax the first two. In other words, increase
the inflation target; give a target to the RBI of
balancing the external account, net of sec-
ondary income; and ignore the rating com-
panies’ (and the panel’s) views on public
debt and deficits. 

The impossible quartet?
Increase inflation target; let RBI balance external accounts; ignore rating agencies

A$300-million information tech-
nology (IT) services company with
a very substantial on-site revenue

component and growing at a compound-
ed annual growth rate (CAGR) of over 25
per cent for the past five years. Not only
that, the growth is driven by revenue from
the top five clients increasing nearly three-
fold to over $100-million between 2014
to 2016. Million-dollar clients have
increased from 42 to 67 in the same peri-
od. Ebitda margins for the company have
gone up over 50 per cent in the last two
years because of tremendous discipline in
managing costs even as it acquires scale.
Overall revenues have grown from $129
million in FY12 to $323 million in FY16. In
addition to excellent organic growth, the
company is acquiring at least one signif-
icant firm every year and is emerging as
one of the recognised market leaders in
the digital space. Listed on the New York
Stock Exchange, the company trades at an
enterprise value of 26 times Ebitda.

It would be wonderful for this colum-
nist to proudly name this company as a
breakaway Indian success story, but the
company is actually Globant, a pure play
digital transformation services provider,
headquartered in Argentina, with 36
offices across North and South America,
Europe and Asia and a recently acquired

offshore company in Pune. The reason
for the success of this firm and a few oth-
ers like Luxoft and epam is the width and
depth of digital work they have been able
to do in the digital sphere. Globant proud-
ly counts Walt Disney Parks, Southwest
Airlines, Google and Electronic Arts
among its top clients and is able to offer a
combination of left and right brain solu-
tions to create better customer experi-
ences and deliver measurable business
results through digital transformation.

Globant already offers the full range of
digital capabilities, through qualitative
and quantitative research into customer
issues to develop deep insights, consulting
in-design thinking, ethnographic surveys,
empathy and experience mapping and
rapid prototyping through customer-ori-
ented pods that quickly create experien-
tial solutions to stated and implied needs.
Digital content development, user inter-
face Design, SMAC solution deployment
and niche capabilities in Internet of

Things, Artificial Intelligence, Gaming
and transformation and development of
large enterprise applications for enter-
prise operations, employee collaboration
and talent management — all this and
more is what makes this company an
exemplar in the digital space. A key dif-
ferentiator for this company in compari-
son to traditional Indian firms who have
delivered great technology solutions in
the past but failed to challenge the con-
ventional wisdom of clients is their two-
pillar approach to solution delivery —
“Stay Relevant” and “Build to Discover”.

Staying relevant to existing and new
customers is done through creation and
dissemination of research, gatherings,
conferences and webinars to keep cus-
tomers abreast of the latest trends in digi-
tal. And building products and prototypes
quickly in the multi-skilled “agile pods”
enables feedback to be received and imple-
mented and an iterative build-and-dis-
cover methodology in partnership with

the clients. The company’s investment in
multiple studios, each embedding specif-
ic domain knowledge and delivering solu-
tions focused on specific technology chal-
lenges has been quite unique and its
services model of first engineering plat-
forms and then customising them to the
need of each client has proved to be a win-
ner in a highly contested market.

The science of platform engineering is
probably going to be the holy grail for
most Indian firms and in this area, there
is not just Globant but many known play-
ers to understand and emulate. Large cor-
porations have already begun disman-
tling their legacy applications and
packaged ERP software in favour of plat-
forms connected through micro-services
and applications programming interfaces
and consumed on a software-as-a-service
“Pay per Use” basis. Resource ownership
is being replaced by connections and
interactions through platforms, which
will enable totally integrated automation

that ensures engineering efficiency for
information flows from the market to the
shop floor to the extended supply chains
of any enterprise.

Major players in the digital platform
space include clear market leaders like
IBM and Accenture who have managed
the transition extremely well and pure-
play digital stars like Globant, Luxoft and
epam and also emerging challengers like
GlobalLogic and Persistent. While many
of the Indian Tier One firms are also com-
peting for their space in the digital sun, it
remains to be seen if they will make the
transition organically or acquire their way
to success. Many niche players exist like
Harman, Liquidhub, eInfochips and Born
are growing well and many more have
been acquired. M&A activity can be
expected to be very active in the next few
quarters for Indian and global firms.

A Forrester Research report published in
2016 and widely quoted today identifies
Digital Platform Engineering Services as
the key to successful service providers of the
future, with the ability to build complex,
connected systems seamlessly integrated to
back-end applications and crunching large
volumes of data. Indian companies seeking
to get here will also need to extend the SEI
CMM Level 5 standards of quality they
achieved in applications development and
maintenance to this new area, where digi-
tal transformation projects which are mis-
sion critical for the customer will have to be
delivered within budgets at the highest
quality. Multi-skilled talent with creative
mindsets and the ability to work across
diverse technologies and domains will tru-
ly differentiate future winners from the also-
rans. The industry needs to rebuild and
retrain and time is now!

The writer is founder and chairman of 5F
World 
Email: Ganeshn@5FWorld.com

The need of the hour is diverse technologies and domains. The industry needs to rebuild and retrain now

Digital platform engineering: Newwinners

Cut and dry, but accurate
Ashok K Bhattacharya has done well to
highlight how the annual Economic
Surveys have undergone changes depend-
ing on who has written them in his com-
ment, “Different strokes in North Block”
(June 21, 2017). This is most timely and
useful. One cannot agree more with his
contention that the Survey should be the
voice of the finance ministry or the gov-
ernment on economic policy issues. That
must always be the overriding concern if
the Survey is to lead to meaningful discus-
sions of the current and proposed policies
in Parliament and in public.

It is bad enough that the Survey is now
presented just the day before the Budget.
That leaves no time for its discussion, as the
attention totally shifts to the Budget in the
space of a day. Not too long ago, the Survey
preceded the Budget by a week or so, which
sometimes led to a spirited debate in
Parliament. More importantly, scholars
and analysts outside had enough time to
lay down contours of a framework against
which the Budget could be parsed. That
opportunity is now gone, which is a major
loss for an informed polity, especially since
there is now hardly any discussion of the
Budget itself in Parliament. Lately, party
majorities simply passing it is considered
satisfactory!

The trend to personalise the Surveys is
now firmly established. Starting with Dr
Kaushik Basu’s offerings, the Surveys have
increasingly become showcases of the eru-
dition and sensitivities of the author, the
chief economic advisor. The current
Survey has a long disquisition on universal
basic income. That may be an excellent
scholarly exercise, but is hardly likely to
place the government’s overall welfare poli-
cies in perspective, given the fact that India
is not quite likely (nor ready) to espouse it
anytime soon. The Survey also contains
an in-depth analysis of internal migration
within the country, but again, one fails to
see its concerns reflected in the Budget.
A whole chapter titled “Clothes and Shoes”
talks about the low-technology manufac-
turing activities, but the Budget does not
exactly take up the clues. There are many
one-line paragraphs at the end of sections,

which are pithy, no doubt, but serve no
purpose other than showing the author’s
verbal dexterity. Occasionally, the very
careful research in the Survey is in danger
of being misinterpreted. For example, the
2016 survey said that according to the
National Sample Survey 70th round, the
median family income from crops in 17
states was under ~20,000 a year in 2012-13.
That got famously misquoted as current
average farm family annual income, which
in 2016-17 was in fact over ~1 lakh a year or
five times higher.

I thought I would never say this, but
could we have the drier, factual, narrower
surveys back please?

Shreekant Sambrani  Baroda

Excellent choice
This refers to the editorial, “A smart
choice” (June 21, 2017). In 2002, the
emergence of Dr A P J Abdul Kalam as
the successor to the then President, K R
Narayanan, was preceded by intense
political manoeuvring with the ruling
dispensation trying to elect a “pliable”
candidate to the country’s highest con-
stitutional office and create disarray in
the Opposition. Fearing loss of political
space in the non-Congress-led coalition
government, the then CPI(M) Polit
Bureau member Prakash Karat tried to
stoke unfounded fears by arguing, “The
office of the President is one of the key
constitutional and political posts in the
country. We would like a person who can
exercise political sagacity and judgment
to occupy this office. In Gujarat, there
has been a blatant violation of rights
guaranteed under the Constitution. The
President may be asked to exercise his

judgment. We don’t know Kalam’s views
on any of these matters.” However, this
partial expression of the search for a
“third alternative” failed to divide the
electoral college

Now, the government’s choice of for-
mer Bihar Governor Ram Nath Kovind
(pictured) as the presidential candidate
is a welcome rejection of caste prejudices
and hatred. Kovind is a representative of
all social sections — agrarian, rural, eco-
nomically and socially underprivileged.
As an accomplished leader, he enjoys
impeccable credentials and personal
integrity expected of a person occupying
the Rashtrapati Bhawan. It is time the
political class stopped debating his caste
and reducing his candidature to a mere
exercise in political outreach. 

Shreyans Jain  New Delhi
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Until last week, Travis Kalanick, a founder
of Uber and its chief executive, ruled his
company absolutely. That was the Silicon
Valley way; ever since Steve Jobs was oust-
ed from Apple in the 1980s, tech founders
have demanded, and been awarded, enor-
mous deference by investors and corpo-
rate boards. So even as successive waves
of scandal have hit Uber, Mr Kalanick’s
position looked safe.

Then, all of a sudden, it wasn’t. Amid
many reforms, Mr Kalanick announced a
leave of absence last week and late
Tuesday said he was resigning as Uber
CEO.

It is the swiftness of the fall that’s inter-
esting here. In another time, Mr. Kalanick
might have been able to hang on. But we
live in an era dominated by the unyield-
ing influence of social feeds. Every new
Uber revelation ignited a massive cam-
paign against the company on Twitter
and Facebook. A swirl of negative brand-
ing took on a life of its own — and ulti-
mately could not be ignored.

The story is bigger than Uber. Online
campaigns against brands have become
one of the most powerful forces in busi-
ness, giving customers a huge mega-
phone with which to shape corporate
ethics and practices, and imperiling some
of the most towering figures of media and
industry. Look at how quickly Bill O’Reilly,
the former Fox News host, was dispatched
from the network after The New York
Times dug into his history of sexual
harassment settlements. The investiga-
tion inspired an online boycott against
his advertisers, who, despite Mr. O’Reilly’s
soaring ratings, began to drop him faster
than day-old beef tartare.

But the effects of these campaigns go
beyond business. In a nation where poli-
tics have grown pitched and sclerotic,
fighting brands online suddenly feels like
the most effective political action many of
us can take. Posting a hashtag —
#deleteUber, for instance, or #grabyour-
wallet — and threatening to back it up by
withholding dollars can bring about a

much quicker, more visible change in the
world than, say, calling your representa-
tive.

Brand-focused online activism can
work for every political side, too: Don’t
like a New York theatre company’s
Trump-tinged production of Shakespeare
in the Park? There’s a boycott for you, and
Delta and Bank of America will give in.

Yet the mechanics of social media
suggest it will be the cultural and political
left, more than the right, that might win
the upper hand with this tactic — espe-
cially when harnessing the power of
brands to fight larger battles for racial and
gender equality, as in the Uber and Fox
News cases.

“Women and people of colour have
gravitated to social media and were early
adopters of it,” said Shannon Coulter, a
marketing consultant who co-founded
Grab Your Wallet, a campaign aimed at
urging retailers to stop selling Trump-
branded products. “Social media is actu-
ally a lever for social justice. It’s a way of
levelling the playing field.”

o see why, we must first understand
why brands are suddenly more vulnera-
ble to consumer sentiment than they
once were. It all comes down to one thing:

Social media is the new TV.
In the era when television shaped

mainstream consumer sentiment, 
companies enjoyed enormous power to
alter their image through advertising.
Then came the internet, which didn’t kill
advertising, but did dilute its power.
Brands now have little say over how their
messages get chewed up through our
social feeds.

Yes, they can run ads on Facebook,
Twitter, Snapchat and everyplace else.
But social media elevates consumers 
over corporate marketing; suddenly what
matters isn’t what an ad says about a
company, but what your friends think
about that company.

It’s no coincidence that the only ads
that get talked about these days are those
that ignite some kind of social-media out-
rage — Pepsi’s strange Kendall Jenner
commercial, for example, or the
Budweiser Super Bowl ad that some view-
ers took to be a pro-immigration political
statement. Just about every cultural sen-
timent — even what to think about a piece
of corporate messaging — comes to you
filtered through a social feed.

It’s this loss of power that explains why
brands have become so jumpy and reac-
tive. Take the production of “Julius
Caesar” that opened last week in Central
Park as part of Shakespeare in the Park. In
the play, a Caesar who is styled to look like
Mr. Trump is graphically assassinated on
stage, which many on the right took as dis-
paraging the president.

A Shakespeare scholar might point out
that a production of Julius Caesarthat fea-
tures the assassination of a Trump-like
king is not likely to be an endorsement of
presidential assassination — after all, one
point of Shakespeare’s play is to warn
against political violence. The scholar
might also point out that featuring pres-
ent-day personalities in old plays is an age-
old practice; in 2012, a New York company
staged a Julius Caesar with an Obama-
like king, Delta sponsored it, and nobody
got really bent out of shape about it.
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Battling brands online: Urgency and impact

Uber CEO Travis Kalanick ruled his
company absolutely till last week,
but with successive waves of
scandals, he suddenly finds himself
out of the company

SMS support for yoga

At the same time, the government
deployed all its digital resources to ensure
the International Yoga Day was a success.
While the Prime Minister performed yoga
in Lucknow, MyGov.in, touted as a
“platform to build a partnership between
citizens and government with the help of
technology for growth and development of
India” send out an SMS: “This Yoga Day,
let’s pledge to make a new start for a new
India by adopting yoga. Let’s keep
ourselves and our society in good health
and spirits.” It also shared a link that
included an invitation from the PM to
“share pictures of three generations 
of family doing yoga on IYD” by 
July 27, midnight.

> CHINESE WHISPERS

Bachchan in line of fire
Amitabh Bachchan's appearance in 
a video advocating the goods and 
services tax as “a unifying force” has
drawn the ire of  opposition Congress.
Party leader Sanjay Nirupam came out
strongly saying “...it is not important that
he becomes a part of every stupid act of
the BJP”. He added the “protests” against
the GST are going to affect the star’s
image.The 40-second video featuring
Bachchan likens the GST to the national
flag. It says GST is aimed to create “one
nation, one tax, one market”.

A different music
Trust West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee to show her disagreement in
novel ways with the current dispensation
at the Centre. On the day Prime Minister
Narendra Modi led the country to celebrate
the International Day of Yoga, Banerjee
wrote a Facebook post about she
celebrating the World Music Day. “Today is
World Music Day. Music transcends
boundaries and acts as a source of
inspiration and energy. Music is loved by
all. I too love music. Music unites all; music
makes one world. My best wishes to all,”
the Trinamool Congress chief said in the
post. In several parts of the country, farmer
groups also used the Yoga Day to 
highlight agrarian distress and farmer
suicides by performing shavasana, or the
corpse pose.

THE OTHER SIDE
A V RAJWADE

GANESH NATARAJAN

LEADING BY EXAMPLE: The Globant office at Buenos Aires, Argentina. The $300-million IT firm has been growing 
at 25 per cent for the past five years PHOTO: COMPANY’S INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT
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P
rime Minister Narendra Modi was more optimistic than accurate in
claiming on Tuesday, in a speech in Lucknow, that India is “marching
ahead” towards self-reliance in building defence equipment. True, Mr
Modi has always committed himself to indigenisation in defence man-

ufacture. His 2014 election manifesto pledged to rewrite defence policy, restruc-
ture equipment procurement and make India a defence-manufacturing hub. In
early 2015, the prime minister lamented before an international audience in
Bengaluru that 60 per cent of India’s weaponry was still imported; declaring that
increasing domestic manufacture from 40 per cent to 70 per cent would double
India’s defence output. Yet, today the percentage of weaponry India imports
remains much above 60 per cent. 

On March 17, the defence ministry told Parliament that 65.62 per cent of the
military’s procurement for 2015-16 was done through indigenous sources. It also
said that, over the three preceding financial years, 94 capital procurement contracts
involving ~82,980 crore were signed with Indian vendors; while 56 such contracts,
involving ~53,684 crore, were signed with foreign vendors during the same peri-
od. This would place the indigenous component at over 60 per cent. But the
answers obscured the large overseas component in so-called “indigenous” plat-
forms. The Sukhoi-30MKI and Tejas fighters, the Hawk trainer, Dhruv helicopter
and Dornier-228 aircraft are deemed indigenous, but are actually 40-60 per cent
imported, according to the Parliament’s Standing Committee for Defence. Similarly,
Bharat Electronics imported 44 per cent of the input materials it used in 2015-16,
Bharat Earth Movers imported 21.68 per cent, and other defence public sector units
(DPSUs) and ordnance factories (OFs) have lesser, but significant, shares. Adding
these import costs would present the real picture of indigenisation. 

Meanwhile, the government has been talking up its policy reforms directed
at boosting defence manufacture. On Tuesday, Mr Modi claimed he had allowed
100 per cent foreign direct investment (FDI) in defence manufacture. In fact, 100
per cent FDI requires case-by-case clearance; only 49 per cent FDI is permitted
through the automatic route. Other reforms include the whittling down of
defence items that require licences to produce. The private sector is getting a more
level playing field through mechanisms such as exchange rate variation protec-
tion, which was earlier provided only to DPSUs and OFs. Offset guidelines are now
more flexible and easier to fulfil. The ministry will now choose private firms as
“strategic partners”, which foreign vendors can partner to manufacture in India.

Yet, despite this liberalisation, defence manufacture lags. While it is true that
the goals must be realistic as defence technology is complex and sophisticated,
and rapid indigenisation is probably not possible when the country doesn't real-
ly have a strong hi-tech manufacturing sector, the fact is the government has been
slow in its response. It has taken three years to build the policy framework, after
playing musical chairs with defence ministers. Without robust ministerial lead-
ership, bureaucrats shirk decision-making, fearing victimisation in the future by
investigative agencies. Instead they push for policies that do away with discretion
and judgement, with outcomes determined by unthinking procedure. With
nobody ever accountable for overruns or delays, the defence ministry, which, in
defence manufacturing, is the regulator, the sole customer and also a big seller
— remains moribund. 

Self-reliance mirage
Defence manufacture indigenisation is a long way off 

T
ravis Kalanick has stepped down as the CEO of Uber, the popular taxi-hail-
ing app, after a shareholder revolt of sorts. Last week, Mr Kalanick had
offered to go on an indefinite leave of absence from Uber, which he had
founded in 2009, leaving the day-to-day management to a committee of

executives. But that was clearly not enough to placate irate shareholder-investors.
According to reports, five investors, who together own 40 per cent of the sharehold-
ers’ votes in Uber, demanded Mr Kalanick’s resignation. He will, however, continue
to serve on Uber’s board of directors. The exit is yet another instance of how a start-up
ignored corporate governance in its pursuit of growth and valuation, and flouted eth-
ical norms while hiding behind notions of disruption and innovation.

The trouble inside the company came out in the open early this year when a for-
mer engineer claimed that she was sexually harassed and discriminated against at Uber,
and how the human resource department repeatedly rebuffed her plea for redress. This
opened the floodgates for more such complaints and added fuel to the #DeleteUber
campaign on social media. The work culture at Uber, valued at $70 billion, has been
under question for a while. Several labour organisations insist that Uber uses unfair
labour practices. They point out that Uber classifies its drivers as independent con-
tractors and not employees, which deprives them of sundry benefits. There have also
been cases of sexual assault on passengers, which some activists have said happened
because of insufficient background checks on drivers. Uber has countered this by say-
ing its checks are sufficient and that it is not liable for the actions of contractors. In some
cases, it has settled cases without admitting any wrongdoing.

That’s not all. There have been accusations that employees have used some fea-
tures on the app to track the movements of celebrities, politicians and journalists. Earlier
this month, a woman who was raped by her Uber driver in Delhi in 2014 filed a law-
suit against the company and its three executives, including Mr Kalanick, for obtain-
ing and mishandling her medical records. Uber is also being investigated in the
United States for using a feature in the app to deceive regulators who were trying to block
its service. Uber undertook some rearguard action, it had removed several people and
started the hunt for a COO, but clearly the investors wanted more than that. 

Silicon Valley start-ups are known to challenge conventional wisdom all the time.
That is the culture on which they thrive. However, this cannot happen at the cost of
good corporate governance. But the trouble is, and this is not happening for the first
time, that nobody seems to care about governance issues as long the company keeps
making money and its valuation keeps soaring. Things change dramatically when
investors and shareholders realise that they may be hit with losses. For instance, if Uber’s
valuation is marked down, investors could lose billions of dollars. Now, all of a sudden,
Uber’s shareholders have gone into a huddle asking for better oversight by means of
“truly independent directors”. But much of this grief could have been avoided if cor-
porate governance received adequate attention earlier. That is the lesson from 
Mr Kalanick’s exit to everyone, especially start-ups.

An Uber lesson
Start-ups can’t give short shrift to corporate governance 

There are several books on Indian
Railways (meaning mostly the history),
but there is nothing quite like this.
Described as a cultural biography, it is
one of a kind. What’s a cultural biogra-
phy? Here is an explanation from the
author’s prologue: “In each of the sto-
ries and histories that follow, the Indian
Railways are a character. As such, they
deserve a biography, of which none
exists so far… It was my desire to recre-
ate the railways as a talking human
presence — not simply the passive
transporter of passengers and goods.”

Therefore, it is also about the railways
in literature and films, and artefacts,
legends and memorabilia. 

Other than an introduction, there
are six chapters, divided thematically
and chronologically: (1) Tracks of Panic
(early colonial writing, 1843-83), (2)
Conciliatory Carriages (more writing,
1874-1907); (3) From the Longest Bridge
to the Third-Class Phenomenon (Hind
Swaraj to Quit India, 1908-1947), (4) The
Dumbwaiters of Partition and the
Purveyors of Destiny (Independent
India’s railways, 1947-64); (5) Reeling on
the Rails (1964-90); and (6) Derailed to
Diaspora (1990 onwards). 

There are some lovely pictures too,
including reproductions of postage
stamps. Rather oddly, the choice of par-
ticular years as turning points is never
explained, and all are not as obvious as
1947.  For instance, one can guess at
1843 or 1990. But the choice of 1874, as
opposed to 1873, or 1964, compared to

some other year in 1960s, are not that
apparent.

This a wonderful book. The railways
interface with every Indian citizen’s life.
Therefore, every Indian is interested in
the railways. (Incidentally, every Indian
also knows how to solve the problem of
the railways, a bit like knowing the solu-
tion to all the woes faced by the Indian
cricket team.) In addition, most (if not
all) Indians love films, though one
shouldn’t generalise about literature.
“The Purveyors of Destiny straddles two
worlds of writing — the open-ended
galaxy of nonfiction and the closed uni-
verse of academic writing… No book
has so far tried to visualise the vast
wealth of another industry that the rail-
ways gave birth to — the industry of
thinking or representing the railways,”
Mr Chatterjee writes. 

Understandably and inevitably, the
history of the evolution of railways in
India lurks in the background. But with

that background, this book uses a film
and literature lens to weave the narra-
tive back and forth covering a very
broad sweep.  Hence, an interest in rail-
ways, films (Hindi and Bangla) and lit-
erature (English, Bangla, with a little bit
of Hindi/Urdu thrown in) will make you
like this book. There are nuggets Mr
Chatterjee has uncovered. If you know
about the railways (or literature/films),
you will think of other nuggets he
missed and might have used. But that
criticism of omission is neither here nor
there.

“Perhaps the academic might find
fault in the lack of adequate citations —
despite there being over six hundred of
those already.  Writers and readers of
easy-breezy nonfictions might argue
the language is too contrived for them. I
do not wish to drive home a strong case
against either of these critics,” Mr
Chatterjee says. It is not so much about
the number of citations. As a reader, I
did feel the language could have been
simpler, more “easy-breezy”. Given the
subject, and perhaps the readership, I
felt it was too academic. Perhaps aca-

demic is not the word to use. It has a
style of creative fiction writing in
English, with an almost stream-of-con-
sciousness kind of feel. Depending on
your perspective, that is either an
attraction or a deterrent.

Finally, a word on Okhil Chandra
Sen and his letter, mentioned in the
Prologue. “As most instructive anec-
dotes, I consider this apocryphal, with-
out hankering after its veracity,” the
author cautions. This letter was suppos-
edly written by Okhil Chandra Sen to
the Divisional Superintendent of
Sahibganj in 1909, familiar to all those
who know Indian railway history. This
led to the introduction of toilets on
trains, or so runs the assertion.  

This self-explanatory letter stated,
“Dear Sir, I am arrive by passenger train
Ahmedpur station and my belly is too
much swelling with jackfruit. I am
therefore went to privy. Just I doing the
nuisance that guard making whistle
blow for train to go off and I am running
with LOTAH in one hand & DHOTI in
the next when I am fall over & expose all
my shocking to men & female women

on platform. I am got leaved Ahmedpur
station. This too much bad, if passenger
go to make dung that dam guard not
wait train minutes for him. I am there-
fore pray your honour to make big fine
on that guard for public sake. Otherwise
I am making big report to papers.” 

The assertion about this letter lead-
ing to toilets on trains is not true. Upper
classes began to have toilets on trains in
the 1870s. Mr Chatterjee is right.  The
letter is not even apocryphal, it is a fake.
That’s the reason it is no longer on dis-
play at the National Railway Museum.
The letter suddenly surfaced in 1929,
there is no record of it having existed
earlier.

The reviewer is a member of the National
Institution for Transforming India Aayog

Railways on the culture track

There was some good news on the innovation
front last week: India moved up six ranks to
60th in the 2017 Global Innovation Index

compared to last year. It’s a sig-
nificant improvement from the
81st position out of 140-odd coun-
tries in 2015. Even countries such
as Trinidad and Tobago, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, and Morocco
were ahead of India that year.

The good news didn’t end
there. Consider international
patent applications filed from
India to assess the innovative
activity in the country. According
to figures released by the Geneva-
based World Intellectual Property
Organisation, international patent
applications filed from India 
rose 8.3 per cent to 1,529 (1,423 
last year). 

These two developments have already prompted
many to claim how innovation in India is happening
both in large corporations as well as at the grass-
roots level in remote villages. 

Unfortunately, the letdown came from The Times
Higher Education World Reputation Rankings 2017,
which was released last week. No Indian university
made it to the top-100 list, though Asian universities
improved their performance, with 28 of them mak-
ing the cut. This shouldn’t have come as a surprise.
Just last year, the Indian Institutes of Technology
found themselves at the bottom of Asia’s most inno-
vative universities’ rankings. The IITs ranked 71 on
the Reuters Top 75 — Asia’s Most Innovative
Universities list that identifies institutions doing the
most to advance science, invent new technologies
and help drive the global economy. The Indian
Institute of Science in Bengaluru, the only other
Indian institute in the list, was ranked 72. 

What innovations can a country pursue on a sus-
tained basis if its higher education institutes con-
sistently come up with below-par performances in

global rankings? It’s no surprise
therefore that over 70 per cent of
the patents filed in the country
are by multinational companies;
Indian companies and academia
share the remaining 30 per cent.
Most Indian universities lack
focus on research, which in effect
reduces them to teaching shops
when it comes to international
rankings – reason why India has
only two research organisations
of repute – the Indian Institute of
Science and the Indian Space
Research Organisation. This has
happened because the number of
researchers in the country is just

about 15 per 100,000 people, placing India among
the bottom five in this category. 

India seems to be having no shortage of para-
doxes. For example, the country has become the
third-largest start-up ecosystem, but it lacks suc-
cessful innovation. In fact, the most alarming failing
of too many of India’s entrepreneurs is the endem-
ic neglect of the criticality of innovation – reason why
90 per cent of Indian start-ups fail within the first five
years. 

Also, while India has established itself as a cred-
ible, cost-effective manufacturer of medicines, sup-
plying over 20 per cent of the world’s generics and
about half the vaccines sold globally, yet on an index
measuring country performance on health-related
sustainable development goal indicators, the coun-
try ranks poorly at 143 out of 188 countries. 

Here is yet another paradox. India is on top of the
list of countries ranked on the basis of its generous
R&D-related tax incentives. But it is still considered

to be a laggard in innovation because it lags in oth-
er areas such as collaborative R&D tax credits (offered
on expenditures made to support research at uni-
versities, national labs, and research consortia), and
encouragement to commercialise innovation, rather
than just for the research, according to a study by the
Information Technology and Innovation
Foundation, a technology policy think tank.

A senior government official admits the sorry
state of affairs in Indian research and academic insti-
tutes has resulted in a talent drought not only in the
government but in every sphere. As a result, in the
last 60 years or more, India has failed to produce a
single ground breaking innovative idea that made a
notable economic impact. The fact also is that no
Indian citizen has won a Nobel in any tech discipline
since independence. The only resident Indian to
have won Nobel was CV Raman, in 1930. 

Many say real Indian innovation continues to be
low-cost tweaks at the bottom of the pyramid, or, to
use a word Indians love, jugaad. While several best-
selling management books have celebrated this, it is
also the reason why there is hardly any incentive for
a small business to invest in new technologies. The
collective obsession for “more for less” can hardly
develop an ecosystem for real innovation. India Inc’s
miserly spend (less than 1 per cent of sales) on
research and development is an evidence of this.
Just one out of five Indian manufacturing firms offer
in-service training, compared with 92 per cent in
China and 42 per cent in Korea. 

Even official records of the Indian Patent Office
cast a gloomy picture — the total number of patents
granted during 2015-16 (the latest available) was
6,326, out of which only 918 were from Indian appli-
cants. The number of applications filed by Indian
companies was 13,066, which was just 28 per cent of
the total. 

The good news from the Global Innovation Index
is, thus, hardly a reason for cheer.
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The paradox of innovation

THE PURVEYORS OF DESTINY
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Which side of the somewhat overheated bat-
tle over inflation and interest rates one
finds itself on depends on a few things. To

begin with it is important to recognise the fact that
the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) now seems fixated on
getting inflation down to an average level of 4 per
cent over the long term, choosing not to take advan-
tage of the mandated 2 per cent leeway on either side
of this level. This means that a few
months of extremely low inflation
data is unlikely to sway its decisions
substantially.

In taking this long view, the RBI
appears to have moved away from
“data dependence” in the narrow
sense of the phrase. If its decision in
the last monetary policy not to
accompany massive downward
revisions in its inflation with a rate
cut reflects its stance it has de facto
jettisoned the strategic space avail-
able to it in offering a clearly soft
economy some symbolic relief in
periods of very low prices. Thus unless it is con-
vinced that it is on this path to its steady 4 per cent
target level, it would be reluctant to cut the policy
rate further. Whether this single-minded focus is
the right thing, when there are clear signs of signif-
icant economic sluggishness, remains an open ques-
tion. The way one chooses to answer it would deter-
mine which side of the debate she is on.

The next question is: Should the steady and
somewhat unexpected fall in inflation over the last
few months give some comfort to the RBI that it is
indeed headed down the journey to the 4 per cent
promised land? HDFC Bank’s analysis finds that 70
per cent of the decline in headline inflation in the last

year has come on the back of declining food prices
— especially of vegetable and pulses. To put things
in perspective, if vegetable and pulse prices were
rising at the same pace as last year in May, all else
unchanged, headline inflation would have been
close to 4.9 per cent in May.

Traditionally, food inflation is considered to be
driven by short-term supply forces and these are by

their very nature temporary. Going
by the textbook, a central bank
should ignore both a sharp rise in
prices and a sharp fall in setting its
rate decisions. Thus the RBI’s deci-
sion not to cut the policy rate
despite declining inflation and mas-
sive downward revision in its fore-
casts for this year might suggest that
it is following this line.

There is some evidence to sug-
gest that food supply management
has indeed improved. The case of
pulses is interesting. It is true that
aggressive imports coupled with

price incentives to domestic farmers (high support
prices plus bonuses) have played a role in bringing
prices down. That said, prices of pulses have histor-
ically been volatile with marked upswings and
downturns and the current decline looks like any
other “crash’’ on any chart on long-term price
movements. In any case, optimal supply manage-
ment is not necessarily about engineering a sharp fall
in prices. A price crash has severe income-effects on
farmers that need to be handled through another set
of responses

The government has thus stepped in to “reflate”
through direct measures such as declaring an
increase in procurement prices and ensuring that

supplies are actually procured at those levels. (An
extreme glut in the market has meant that the min-
imum support price has ceased to act as a floor).
The hit on farm incomes has also made the clamour
for farm loan waivers a little shriller and states now
seem to be in competition to waive farm debt.
Reflation attempts might not lead to a spurt in agri-
cultural prices immediately but certainly breed infla-
tion pressures in items including food. Add to this
the fact that farmers are already pulling out of pro-
duction of pulses (sowing this year is already down
by 20 per cent) and the wheels of the price cycle
seem to keep turning.

The fall in vegetable prices has a similar story
behind it if we believe what some of the northern
regions’ biggest traders had to tell us. A rise in prices
of onions and potatoes, for instance, over the last
couple of years saw a surge in farmers shift acreage
to their production. The build-up in supply reached
a critical point this year with factors such as demon-
etisation (that appears to have essentially affected
sales of small farmers) playing a role at the margin.

The structural problems for these agricultural
items have endured. The shortage of storage facili-
ties for perishable items such as fruits and vegeta-
bles, and poor quality that constrains the exports of
less-perishable items such as onions means that the
entire output in a particular season has to be
dumped on the market over a short span of time.
Without significant improvement in storage infra-
structure or stable absorption of supply by a large
food-processing industry this inherent cyclicality
in prices in unlikely to go away. Thus the risk of a
bounce-back in prices of a number of agricultural
items remains. This risk is higher for categories that
have seen a secular rise in demand (like fruits and
vegetable) because of factors like rising income. 

Thus the recent movement in agri prices might
not give the RBI the comfort to change its stance. It
is likely to wait for signs of more permanent reduc-
tion in volatility. There are of course issues of what
is euphemistically referred to as “political econo-
my’’ and this might induce the central back to offer
a token cut in its policy rate mid-year. It might, how-
ever, be a half-hearted gesture and further cuts seem
unlikely.

The space to watch is really core inflation
(stripped of potentially volatile components such
as food). This has come down over the year from 5.2
per cent last May to 4.1 per cent. If we adjust for sta-
tistical effects such as the “base effect” it might not
be adequate yet to ensure a 4 per cent steady state.
Our analysis shows that over 40 per cent of this bas-
ket that includes critical items such as health, recre-
ation and education that have been extremely sticky
in the past have shown a sustained decline over the
last few months. Whether it is a sign of improving
supply or a signal that income growth has really
decelerated is uncertain. However this is something
the RBI needs to consider as it charts it course to
steady 4 per cent-ish inflation.

The writers are economist with HDFC Bank. Views are 
their own  

Should RBI cut
interest rates?
Critical components of core inflation have shown a sustained decline
over the last few months. This is what the RBI has to consider
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